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SUMMARY

In 1998 the second democratic elected government was formed and four reforms (public

administration, jurisdiction system, army and police, and economic and financial administration)

have been gradually under national policies. Among these reforms, the public administration reform

is aiming to decentralize the government authorities to Commune level, in which the people will

elect their commune councils. Along side with the decentralization, the Royal Government of

Cambodia (RGC) is also working on deconcentration of central authorities to the provincial and

district level as well to support the decentralization.

Cambodia does not have much experience in local government, particularly the democratic elected

local government. What the French colonization left for Cambodia is the centralization of power in

all levels of administration. However, it would be worthwhile to know how Cambodians deal with

this modern administration. Therefore, the paper would focus on how the government, the NGOs,

and the local people could work together to build local self-government, a newly system of

administration ever existed in Cambodia, and to develop people' quality of live in a sustainable

way.

In the first part, the paper starts with a brief development of democracy in Cambodia to give the

audience some pictures of democratic movement since French colonization until the decision to

decentralize the central power to local level; then the decentralization concepts and process for

Commune level will be introduced to give the audience how local government in Cambodia would

look like.



Because the system is very new to Cambodia, a lot of reactions towards the change in this

administration have been reflected from local people and local authorities which would be the

symptoms of problems of local government in the future, particularly after the election. The second

part of the paper would shortly discus about these matters based on the key points below.

Change Fear Trust? Cooperation?

The last part focuses on the networks among the Government, international agencies, local NGOs,

and the grassroots people to minimize the fears, to build trust, and to promote cooperation of all

parties concerned. A specific strategy will be introduced and the role of NGOs will be defined in

the implementation process: before the election and after the election. At the end of the paper, I

will introduce some constraints of the decentralization, which could be delay the process and how

important the networks at the grassroots level to help accelerating the local government.

Mr. Chairman,

Distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is a great pleasure for me to be able to present some examples and experiences from Cambodia

concerning networks as the basis of administrative modernization at local level in this international

conference organized by the Konrad Adenauer Foundation of which we Cambodians and the

government of Cambodia owe to its commitment in accelerating and ameliorating deconcentration

and decentralization of power in Cambodia. My paper would focus on how the government,

the NGOs, and the local people could work together to build local self-government, a newly

system of administration ever existed in Cambodia, and to develop people' quality of live in

a sustainable way.

I. Brief History of Cambodia

As brief information, Cambodian democratic movement started as earlier as 1936 along with the

struggle for independence from French colonization. In 1946 two political parties, the Democratic

Party and the Liberal Party, were formed to hold elections for a Consultative Assembly, and

National Assembly in 1951. However, the National Assembly was dissolved by King Sihanouk in

1953 and martial law was imposed. In 1955 King Sihanouk announced his abdication in favor of



his father in order to form his own political party (Popular Socialist Community). Sihanouk ruled

the country as head of state and his party defeated other parties in the parliament until 1970 when

General Lon Nol overthrew him.

The Khmer Republic replaced the Kingdom of Cambodia, and the constitution was headed for a

presidential system in favor of the United States. Civil war began between the Republic and the

Khmer Rouge and ended in 1975 when General Lon Nol was exiled to the U.S.

The Communist Khmer Rouge ruled the country from 1975-1978 and caused nearly two million

people deaths. From 1979 to 1989 Cambodia was changed to People's Republic of

Kampuchea, of which most of the powers are under one sole State Party with Vietnamese military

support.  Not until 1993 when all conflicting factions agreed to hold election under the supervision

of the United Nations, democracy movement restarted.  The first democratic elected government

was formed to run the country under co-Prime Ministers.

II. Decentralization Concepts for Commune Level

In 1998 the second democratic elected government was formed and four reforms (public

administration, jurisdiction system, army and police, and economic and financial administration)

have been gradually under national policy. Among these reforms, the public administration reform

is aiming to decentralize the government authorities to Commune level, in which the people will

elect their commune council. Along side with the decentralization, the Royal Government of

Cambodia (RGC) is also working on deconcentration of central authorities to the provincial and

district level as well to support the decentralization.

The French colonization left Cambodia with a French system of governing the country and still has

influence until today. Centralization of power is the keyword to describe public administration in

Cambodia in all levels of administration (National, provincial, District, and Commune). Under the

decentralization policy, 1609 communes/wards (Khum/Sangkat) will be established by law as legal

entity and is represented by a council of between 5 and 11 democratically elected councilors for a

mandate of 5 years. The councils is responsible and accountable to their local communities for the



government of Khum/Sangkat, and ensure that local communities can participate in the proper

manner in the formulation of policies and decisions by their Khum /Sangkat.

Within this scope, the Khum /Sangkat will have a new political and administrative organizations for

its own, a new division of responsibilities and resources between the national government and

Khum /Sangkat government, and a new operational relationships between the national government

and Khum /Sangkat government.

III. Change and its Consequences

There will be a big change in the history of public administration in Cambodia when local

government established in Commune level.  In Cambodian word we says: "Dau pi Battdai toeuv

khnongdai" means change from the palm hand to the back. The Royal Government of Cambodia

calls the policy of decentralization as a revolution of public administration in the history of

Cambodia.  The RGC learns, experiences, and taught that to promote democracy, good

governance, and transparency, to give ordinary people greater opportunities to determine their

future, and to alleviate poverty and ensure sustainable development, decentralization is vital to

achieve the objectives.

Change Fear Trust? Cooperation?

When talking of decentralization and local autonomy, the first reaction from Mekhums

(Commune leader) is fear. What those local leaders aware of are the impacts from change and fear

that would influence trust (political trust) of the future commune councils, the government, and the

population as whole.  As it is known know that in Cambodia the issue of trust is precarious after

too many changes of political system in the past three decades.

The consequence of trust is cooperation and participation in the new system. Obviously, the

concepts of decentralization and de-concentration are based on the spirit of cooperation and

participation from the grassroots in an environment of which people must feel “this is my commune

councils", and “this will benefit to my family and community”.

Most of the actual commune leaders are doubtful of their future role in the coming election.

“Will I be elected into the position of the councils” is the “first reaction in the discussion of



decentralization”. The doubt can be interpreted in two ways: profound understand in democratic

election that everyone is by reason of voters; if the Mekhums were not elected, the new member

councils would face greater difficulty for they are very new to the work of governing Commune.

This is true in the actual system of which most information hold by the Mekhums who have been in

power for years.

Can the councils, which formed from members of different parties, work well together? The

concern must be reckoned for we have problem in working as a team, or listening to a group of

people acting as council, or board of directors. The concept of board of directors or advisors is

quite new in Cambodian context. An obvious example is the environment of Cambodian NGOs'

Board of Director (Advisor) which does not well working or quite fragile. The problem would be

more serious when council members place their political party profits over the publics.  If we ask

people whether they trust the system, the first look would turn to the harmony among the new

team. Team Spirit is a true predictor in accomplishing decentralization.

Different level of education and experiences are the other apprehension of the Mekhums. With

politics, members of the councils need not to be high-educated persons, but one who is loyal or

beneficial to his own party. Within this context, conflict might frequently happen in the councils and

need to be carefully handled.

Because of 85% of the population heavily depend on rice farming and live in rural area, the

Mekhums see income tax from rice farming would be the main source for the Communes. They

worry that how can they develop their communes in such an income and how the government

allocate the budget for them.  We can figure out how difficult for the Mekhums to get income tax

from most of farmers whose rice production not enough even for daily consumption.

The decentralization of power in Cambodia is rapid in the democratization process comparing

to the neighbor countries, the Mekhums said.  They remind us to what Pol Pot regime taught

“Moha osschar moha lautphlos= super great, super jump”. Does the government have adequate

capacity to hold the change?  Does the present economic condition permit larger decentralization?

Will the sense of dependency (on the government) of the people problematic when decentralization

takes place?

IV. Networks to Promote Local Democracy



The above mention problems are well concerned by all parties dealing with decentralization. The

Konrad Adenauer Foundation Office in Cambodia is a leading international non-government

sector that sees the problems can be solved by cooperation among the Ministry of Interior,

international NGOs, and local NGOs, and the people at the grassroots level.  With rich

experiences of decentralization and deconcentration in the Federal Republic of Germany, the KAF

Representative to Cambodia initiates a Cooperation program with the Ministry of Interior of the

RGC (MOI) aiming to assist the development of local democracy in Cambodia by focusing on:

The promotion of the culture of active and people-oriented leadership within the new commune

councils, to be elected democratically.

• The promotion of efficient and development-oriented work of the local administrations at the

commune, district and provincial level and

• The promotion of decentralization of national powers to the communes as appropriate.

Within this cooperation a pilot project has been set up to help establishment of a well functioning,

people-based, development oriented, and sustainable system of local democracy institutions

(Commune Councils, Commune Administration) in 9 Communes of two provinces and one capital

city.  Under the agreement between the MOI and KAF, six parties are involves to assure the

successful of the project:

• The Department General of Administration of MOI: to guarantee the involvement and

smooth cooperation with the provincial and district authorities for the project, to channel the

results, experiences, and recommendations out of the cooperation program to the decision

makers in the national Assembly, the Senate, and the Royal Government of Cambodia, and

to co-organize and co-host the workshops and consultancy meeting at the national level.

• The Konrad Adenauer Foundation, Phnom Penh Office: to finance foreign expert, to

organize and fund the study tour and practical training for Cambodian experts, to provide

counseling to the MOI, and to help monitoring the project.

• Buddhism for Development (BFD) implements the project in three communes in

Battambang Province

• The Khmer Institute for Democracy (KID) implements in four wards in Phnom Penh Capital

• The GTZ, Cambodia Office, implements in Kampong Thom Province.



• The nine Communes and Wards, which are the subjects of the project.

The works of the six parties also include designing the framework of the project, laying down the

strategy, providing information, monitoring the activities, problem solving, consulting, training,

evaluating.

V. Role of Local NGOs in the Pilot Project

It is the first time in the history of civil society in Cambodia that the government cooperates with

local NGOs in implementing a project.  Buddhism for Development, a non-governmental

organization working in Battambang Province, northwest of Cambodia, is implementing the pilot

project at the grassroots level to modernize local public administration in three communes. The

project is divided into 2 phases:

• During the first phase, which will end after the Commune Council Election day, the main

activities would be:

Ø The analyses of the administrative situation and the socio-economic structure and

perspective of the commune in cooperation with relevant constituents and Commune

leaders (commune secretary, pagoda committees, self-help groups etc.

Ø The establishment of Commune Development Team (CDT) which will be comprised

from various representatives of groups: local authorities, teachers, clergies, parent

associations, youth groups, farmer groups, business groups, women groups,

respected aged people etc.  The CDT will act as volunteer group represents each

commune habitants to help promoting decentralization, commune election, socio-

economic development, and plays role as an agency to spread any information relating

to the development of people living condition.

Ø The information on the new election law, the new law on commune administration and

the orientation on the concept of decentralization for all the habitants of the commune.

Ø The assistance with the preparation of free and fair election

Ø The assistance with the qualification of candidates from all political parties involved for

their later responsibility as Commune Councilors and the training of these candidates

as well as commune administrative staff and district leaders on socio-economic



development planning at the grassroots level.

• During the second phase, starting with the day after the election results have been

announced for the Commune Councils, the main contents would be focusing on the

establishment of well-functioning Commune Councils and Commune Administration:

Ø Training activities for the Commune Councils so that they will be aware of their rights

and responsibilities in matters related to their functions and effectively and efficiently

work for their communes.

Ø Training and consulting the Commune Administration in the preparation of socio-

economic development plan, the implementation of decisions and policies of the

Commune Councils in the fields of local self-government, and the routine works of the

office of the communes.

Ø Monitoring the exercises of the Commune Councils on their role of directing and

supervising the administration in their units in a participative, effective, and non-

confrontational manner.

Ø Facilitation the flow of line of authorities among the Commune Councils, Commune

Administration, neighboring communes, and upper State Authorities (District,

Provincial, and National levels) so that problems can be solved within the spirit of

cooperation and mutual understand.

Ø Establishing networks among the Commune Councils, Commune Administration

Commune Development Team, and NGOs etc. to help improve socio-economic

conditions of their constituents.

Conclusion

Decentralization of national powers to local self-government at Commune levels is a challenging

subject in Cambodia modern history in term of time, geopolitics, socio-economy, administrative

infrastructure, experience, human resources, finance, political games, and external influences.  The

only thing Cambodians do have is the willing towards democratic governance in all levels,

particularly the closer one that really affects to their quality of life.



The time for the election may not long to come for it is clear that there is a strong commitment from

the government, but the time for the decentralizing of national powers and self-government to/of

the Commune Councils and Commune Administration has a long way to go. Change, fear, trust,

and cooperation seems to be indicators for speeding up the process.

The pilot project initiated by the Konrad Adenauer Foundation Phnom Penh Office is trustworthy

to accelerate the self-government at local level, and a good example of networking that can bring

civil society, politician society, central government, and the grassroots people to work together.

Buddhism for Development is proud in having opportunity to implement this valuable project at the

grassroots level.
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